
The new BHS Metering Bin and Metering Bin Liberator Class provide numerous features that increase performance
and decrease maintenance requirements. BHS has developed a strong platform to precisely regulate material flow
through the combination of a variable speed conveyor and a counter-rotating drum at the discharge end, eliminating
black-belt and keeping your system operating at peak levels. The new design’s hallmark is its modularity: the design 
allows a wide range of mix-and match features which can transform the Metering Bin to match your own operational 
demands. From base features such as extra thick walls to the steel belt and bag-ripping teeth of the Liberator Class, BHS 
offers a bin without equal in the market.

Increases throughput and system capacity up to 20%

Eliminates need for costly pits and additional civil 
work

Quick, easy retrofit into existing facilities

Rear door allows for easy removal of bulky items 
from bin

New seal design provides protection from material 
interference

Available with 60-HP driven drum to power through 
the toughest loads

What's next.

Four-week typical lead time on standard design

Ambidextrous load side and rear door allows for 
variable loading and access

Interchangeable belts, drums & teeth

Reinforced side wall panels

Can be easily retrofitted to increase capacity

AR-plated octagonal drum agitates material,
opens bags and is easier to clean & repair

36 replaceable tungsten carbide-tipped teeth and
optional ripper teeth to open bags

FEATURES & BENEFITS THE MODULAR ADVANTAGE

Reinforced load side and flared back walls for ease 
of loading and durability with minimal spillage
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Infeed Lip 10’-4-1/8" (3150 mm) high, stiffened with 8"  
 (203 mm) structural channel

Wall Construction Front and rear wall construction is 3/8 formed channel  
 shaped pans

Teeth 36 tungsten carbide tipped

Drum Heavy Duty Abrasion Resistant (AR) plates, replaceable

Bearings CRS 1045 Dodge S-2000 roller bearing pillow   
 blocks with triple lip seal

Drum Drive SEW-EURODRIVE Premium Efficiency Motor
 Horsepower: 25 HP, 40HP, 60HP

Drive Shaft CRS 1045 4-7/16" (113 mm) diameter with reducer 

Tail Shaft CRS 1045 2-7/16" (62 mm) diameter with Dodge 
 S-2000 bearings and take-ups

Chain Webster Chain, 9" (229 mm) pitch, RS 932F

Belt PVC 350, with angle iron flights 3" tall (76 mm)
 Steel belting also available

Oil Standard Synthetic

Liberator Package Steel belt; ripper teeth; 60 HP drum drive

MB 30 

30 yd.3 (23 m3)

W  11'- 2" (3.4 m)
L 35'-7" (10.8 m)
H  14'- 8" (4.5 m)

43,682 lbs
(19,814 kg)

47,284 lbs
(21,448 kg)

MB 40

40 yd.3 (31 m3)

W  11'- 2" (3.4 m)
L 40'-7" (12.4 m)
H  14'- 8" (4.5 m)

44,096 lbs
(20,002 kg)

48,479 lbs
(21,990 kg)

MB 50

50 yd.3 (38 m3)

W  11'- 2" (3.4 m)
L 45'-7" (13.9 m)
H  14'- 8" (4.5 m)

45,842 lbs
(20,794 kg)

51,006 lbs
(23,136 kg)

MB 60

60 yd.3 (46 m3)

W  11'- 2" (3.4 m)
L 50'-7" (15.4 m)
H  14'- 8"(4.5 m)

47,588 lbs
(21,586 kg)

53,533 lbs
(24,282 kg)

Technical Specifications

BHS Metering Bin

Model

Capacity

Dimensions

Installed weight

Installed weight (Liberator Class)


